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A finitely generated Abelian group G is a direct double if there exists H such that G = HO H. 
Let % be the n-sheeted cyclic covering of S3 (or an integral homology sphere) branched over a 
knot. Plans’ theorem states that H,(T?, ; H) is a direct double if n is odd. This statement is wrong 
if the branching set is nonconnected. However: 
Theorem. Suppose rhar the branching set is a link Then: 
(1) If n is odd, rhe rank of H,( T?” ; Z) is even and its p-torsion subgroup is a direct double if p +- n. 
(2) lfn=Zk, let 7r:Xz, -X2 be the obvious map. Then Ker in* has even rank and its p-torsion 
subgroup is a direct double if p z k. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57M12, 57M25 
1. Introduction 
Definitions 1.1. A finitely generated Abelian group G is a direct double if there exists 
an Abelian group H such that G is isomorphic to H 0 H. The degree of a covering 
map is the number of its sheets. 
Plans’ theorem states that H,(T?” ; Z) is a direct double if x” is an odd degree 
cyclic covering of S’, branched over a connected knot (see [5,10,13]). It has been 
known for a long time among specialists that “Plans’ theorem is wrong for links”. 
In this paper, we show that a large part of Plans’ theorem is still true when the 
branching set is a nonconnected link. The proof is indeed very simple. It relies on 
a beautiful idea of Levine to produce an alternate form on the torsion subgroup of 
H,(T?,, ; Z) and on a transfer argument for branched coverings. 
We now define what we mean by a cyclic covering. Let 2’ be an integral homology 
3-dimensional sphere. Let L be a link in Z Let C#J : H,(E - L; Z) + Z/n be a surjective 
* Dedicated to Antonio Plans for his sixty-fifth anniversary. 
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homomorphism. The theory of coverings produces a cyclic covering map f: X,, --, 
(2 - L) with connected total space X,. Let F: .& + 1 be the Fox completion of the 
map j Likewise, the generator of the covering transformation group associated to 
l~Z/n extends to a map g:X”-,X”. The projection of X,, onto the orbit space of 
the action of g can be identified with F. In this sense, the map F is the projection 
of a cyclic covering of 2, branched over L. 
Remarks 1.2. (i) With no loss of generality, one can suppose that 4 is nonzero on 
each meridian of f.. Thus L is actually the branching set (downstairs) of F. 
(ii) Our definition corresponds to the most general case in the sense of [9] (F is 
“monodromy cyclic”). We do not suppose that each meridian of L is sent to 1 E Z/n. 
Thus, for each positive integer n > 2, there are several nonequivalent cyclic coverings 
of 2 of degree n, branched over L, provided that L has more than one component. 
Like in Plans’ original paper, the theorem divides in two cases, depending on the 
parity of the degree of the covering map. 
Theorem 1.3. Let T?” be an n-sheeted cyclic covering of an integral homology sphere 
Z3, branched over a link L. Suppose that n is odd. Then H,(.%,,; E) satisfies rhe 
following two conditions: 
(1) Its Q-rank is even, i.e., its torsion-free quotient is a direct double. 
(2) Its p-torsion is a direct double for every prime p not dividing n. 
Remark 1.4. If L is connected (i.e., a knot), then the p-torsion of H,(T&; Z) is a 
direct double for all p. However the lens space L(n; k) can be obtained as an 
n-sheeted cyclic covering of S3, branched over the Hopf link. Hence one cannot 
improve, in general, Theorem 1.3(2). There are many questions left open in the case 
p 1 n. The first named author hopes to tackle them in the near future. 
Theorem 1.5. Let L be a link in an integral homology sphereX3. Let I$ : H,(E - L; Z) + 
Z/n be a surjective homomorphism. Suppose n is even and let @ be the natural sujection 
Z/n + Z/2. Let .%,, and J?* be the cyclic coverings of E3, branched over L, associated 
to C$ and # 0 4. Let T : J?,, + x2 be the map induced by 4. Then the kernel of the 
homomorphism T* : H,(J?,, ; Z) + H,(xz; 72) satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) Ifs Q-rank is even. 
(2) Its p-torsion is a direct double for each prime p not dividing fn. 
Comments. Turaev informed the second-named author some years ago that he had 
a proof of our Theorem 1.3 when the covering is strict in the sense of [9], that is 
when each meridian of L is sent to 1 by 4. Przytycki has obtained a mod 2 version 
of Plans’ theorem for links (see [ 111). It is an easy consequence of our Theorem 1.3. 
Finally, we want to thank Jose M. Montesinos for asking us the right question: 
“What remains true of Plans’ theorem when L is a link?” 
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2. Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 
We need the following theorem about the transfer homomorphism; see [3]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Y be a compact polyhedron and G be ajinite group. Suppose that 
G actspiecewise linearly on Y. Write Zfor rhe orbit space and F: Y + Zfor the quotient 
map. Then there exists a transfer homomorphism u : H,(Z; Z) --, H,( Y; Z) satisfying 
the following two properties: 
(1) co F;,=Cg,, the sum being taken on all elements g E G. 
(2) F* 0 u = mulriplication by lG[, where IGI denotes rhe order of G. 
Now, let F:x” + .Z be the projection of an n-sheeted cyclic covering of the 
integral homology sphere I’, branched over L. Let g : xn --, xn be the canonical 
generator of the Galois group, and let t be the homomorphism induced by g. If 
n = 2k, consider the map r: x,, + xfz defined in Theorem 1.5. This is the projection 
of a cyclic covering, and g* is the canonical generator of its Galois group B/k = 
Ker(Z/Zk-, Z/2). 
Lemma 2.2. (a) (l+t+t’+- * *+ f”-‘) is rhe zero endomorphism of H,(T?,,; 72). 
(b) Zj’ n = 2k, (I+ t’+ t4+ - * a+ t”‘k-“) is the zero endomorphism of 
Ker~,:H,(~“;E)~H,(~~;B). 
Remark 2.3. The first part of this lemma is well known; see [ 1,4, 111. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. (a) Consider the transfer u : H,(Z; Z) + H,(T?,, ; Z). By Theorem 
2.1(l) one has (l+t+t*+*.*+t”-’ )=cro F*. As H,(Z;Z)=O one gets the result. 
(b) Consider the transfer p: H,(xZ; Z)+ H,(J?2k; h). Again by Theorem 2.1(l) 
one has (1+t2+t4+...f2(k-‘))=P.p*. For xc Ker n* clearly (l+ t*+ t4++ * *f 
P-‘))(x) = 0. cl 
Remark 2.4. Let us work with rational coefficients. The proof of Lemma 2.2(b) 
shows that: Ker~,cKer(l+t2+r4+~~~+~2~k-‘J). Conversely, if ye 
Ker(l+ t’+ t4+ - - -+ t2’k-“) one has o=?T, 0(1+t’+t4+. ..++-“)(y)= 
T* 0 p 0 r*(y) = k * rTT*( y). So rr*( y) = 0. Hence the formula for rational homology 
is Kera,=Ker(l+t2+t4+~~~+t2(k-‘)). 
Proposition 2.5. (i) H,(_%” ; Q) is of even dimension if n is odd. 
(ii) Ker ?rr* : H,(r7,, ; 0) + H,( 8, ; Q) is of euen dimension. 
Proof. (i) By Jordan theory and Lemma 2.2, the Q[r]-module H,(T?,,; Q) decom- 
poses as a direct sum of cyclic modules Q[ r]/ oj( t). Here @j(t) denotes the cyclotomic 
polynomial of the primitive jth roots of unity. Moreover, the possible j’s are factors 
of n, distinct from 1. If n is odd, one has no denominator &(t) = t + 1. The conclusion 
follows because Qj(r) is of even degree whenever j# 1 or 2. 
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(ii) Lemma 2.2(b) shows that the cyclic factors of the Q[ t]-module Ker 7r* have 
denominators oj which divide (1 + t*+ t4+ - . - + t2’k-“). Hence 0, and & cannot 
appear and the proof finishes as above. Cl 
Let us now fix the integer n, and write T for the torsion subgroup of H,(x,, ; Z). 
If p is a prime integer, we write TP for the p-torsion subgroup of T. As T and TP 
are characteristic subgroups of Ff,(x” ; Z), t induces an automorphism of T and 
TP, which we still denote by t. 
We now introduce Levine’s idea to prove the classical Plans’ theorem; see [13]. 
Let Z’: T x T-Q/Z be the linking form on T. See [ 121 for a definition. 9 has the 
following properties: 
(1) 5’ is Z-bilinear. 
(2) Y is symmetric, i.e., 2(x, y) = Z( y, x) for x and y in T. 
(3) Z’ is unimodular, which means because T is finite that: If for a given x and 
all y one has 2(x, y) = 0, then x = 0. 
As the homeomorphism g preserves the orientation of x”, t induces an isometry 
of J.5’. In other words one has Z( LX, ty) = B(x, y) for all x and y in T. Moreover: If 
x E TP and y E T4 for p # q, then 2(x, y) = 0. Hence 2 decomposes orthogonally on 
the TP and the isometry t preserves this orthogonal decomposition. 
Definition 2.6. The Levine form ( , ) : T x T+ Q/z is defined by (x, y) = 
3(x, ty) -3(x, t-‘y). 
Lemma 2.7. The Levine form satisfies the following properties: 
(1) It is B-bilinear. 
(2) It is alternate, that is (x, x} = 0 for all x E T. 
(3) It decomposes orthogonally on the TP. 
Proof. (1) and (3) are obvious from the properties of 2. To prove (2), let us 
compute (x, x). It is equal by definition to 2(x, IX) -9(x, t-lx). Because t is an 
isometry, it is equal to 2(x, tx) - B( tx, x). This last expression is zero because 5’ 
is symmetric. •i 
We now recall a theorem due to de Rham (see [2]). 
Theorem 2.8. Let G be ajinite Abelian group equipped with a Z-bilinear, unimodular, 
alternate form G x G + Q/Z. Then G is a direct double. 
Lemma 2.9. If the degree n of the covering map is odd and if p + n, then the restriction 
of the Levine form to T, is unimodular. 
It is clear that Lemma 2.9 finishes the proof ofTheorem 1.3, via de Rham’s theorem. 
Proof. One has (x, y) = 2(x, (t - t-‘)y)_ As 2 is unimodular, we have to determine 
when (I - t-‘) is an automorphism. As t is an automorphism, we have to check 
(1 - t’). This will be done in the next lemma. 
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Lemma 2.10. (1) (1 + 1) is an auromorphism of T if n is odd. 
(2) (1 - t) is an automorphism of TP for all p -+ n. 
Proof. As T is finite, it is enough to show the injectivity of the given endornorphisms. 
(1) Suppose that (t+l)y=O. From Lemma 2.2 one has also (l+t+t*+-*.+ 
t”-‘)(y) =O. When n is odd these two equalities imply that t”-‘y = 0. As t is an 
automorphism, we deduce that y = 0. 
(2) Suppose that (t - 1)y = 0. So y = fy; and again, (1 + t + t2 + - . . + t"-')(y) = 0. 
These two equalities imply that ny = 0. Ify E TP and if p + n, we deduce that y = 0. 0 
Remark 2.11. If the branching set L is connected, then (t - 1) is an isomorphism 
on all T, by an argument due to Kervaire; see [7] and also [S]. From that, one 
deduces the classical Plans’ theorem for odd order cyclic coverings. But if L is 
nonconnected it may well happen that t has nonzero fixed elements. For instance, 
if one looks at the lens space L( n, k) as an n-sheeted cyclic covering of S’ branched 
over the Hopf link, the whole homology group H,( L( n, k), Z) = Z/n is fixed by t. 
Lemma 2.12. Let n = 2k and VT* : H,(J72k ; Z) + H,(x2 ; B) be as above. Let T’ be the 
torsion of Ker T* and let Tb be irs p-primary part. Then for p + k, the restriction of 
rhe Levine form ro Tk is unimodular. 
Lemma 2.12 implies Theorem 1.5, again via de Rham’s theorem. 
Proof. Going back to the proof of Lemma 2.9, one sees that only the injectivity of 
(1 - r2) on Tb is to be checked. Suppose that y E Tb and that (1 - r2)y = 0. From 
Lemma 2.2, one also has (1 + r*+ r4+ - - - + r2(k-‘) )( y) = 0. From these two equalities 
one gets ky = 0. If p 4 k, one deduces that y = 0. 0 
3. Examples 
Let us consider the two-component oriented link L, which has the projection as 
shown in Fig. 1 with 2r crossings. L, is obtained by looking at two generic fibers 
of a Seifert fibration of S3, with only one exceptional fiber of type (r, 1). Any finite 
covering x of S3 branched over L, is a Seifert manifold. 
In principle, one can compute the Seifert invariants of J? and hence, using classical 
formulae which go back to Seifert, deduce from them H,(x; Z). (See for instance 
[6].) In case the covering is cyclic, the computations are easier to handle. 
Let e be a generator of the cyclic group Z/n and let us look at the following two 
homomorphisms of r,(S3- L,) onto Z/n: 
6) @(ml) = e, Jl(m2) = -e; 
(ii) q(m,) = e, cp(m2) = e. 
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Fig. I. 
Proposition 3.1. Thefirst integral homology group of the cyclic covering of S3 of degree 
n, branched over L,, which is associated to $ is: 
G,.,=(Z/r)“-20B/nr (n32). 
This computation agrees with Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 in a very nice way. Indeed: 
(a) For n odd. 
Let p be a prime dividing r but not n, and let E be the exponent of p in r. Then: 
and hence the p-torsion part of G,, is (Z/pE)“-‘, which is a direct double. 
A similar computation proves that the p-torsion of the group G,,, is not a direct 
double for any prime factor p of n. This shows that, in principle, Theorem 1.3 
cannot be improved. 
If r = 1, G,, = B/n; this fits with Remark 1.4. 
(b) For n even. 
If p is an odd prime dividing r but not in, and if E is the exponent of p in r, one 
has as above that the p-torsion part of G,, is equal to (Z/pe)“-’ which is not a 
direct double. As the p-torsion part of G2,r is Z/p’, one deduces from Theorem 1.5 
that the homomorphism 
G n,r + G2,r = Z/2r 
is surjective on the p-torsion part, the kernel being isomorphic to (Z/pE)“-’ which 
is a direct double. 
If p = 2 divides r but not fn, and if E is the exponent of 2 in r, then the 2-torsion 
part of G,,, is isomorphic to (Z/2’)“-zOZ/2’C1; the 2-torsion of Gz,, is Z/2’+‘. 
One can deduce again that the homomorphism 
G,, -, Gz., = U2r 
is surjective on the 2-torsion part, and its kernel is exactly (Z/2’)“-‘. 
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Let GL., be the first homology group of the cyclic covering of S3 of degree n, 
branched over L,, which is associated to cp. Then: 
Proposition 3.2. (1) Gi., = Gz,, = Z/2r. 
(2) For n odd and r a multiple of n: GL,, = Z”-‘. 
(3) For n even and r a multiple of fn: G:, = Z”-‘@Z/(4rln). 
Comments. We see that our Theorem 1.5 implies that, for n even and r as above, 
the p-torsion part of GL,, injects into Gi,,= Z/Zr for any prime p not dividing in. 
The covering of S3, branched over L,, associated to q is in fact the Brieskorn 
manifold X(2, r, n); for small values of r and n one can make some computations 
“by hand”, using for example [6]. It is clear that the results summarized in the next 
proposition fit also with Theorems 1.3 and 1.5. 
Proposition 3.3. 
GL = 213, 
Gi.2 = H/5, 
GS.1 = 217, 
G&z = m/9, 
G;i.z=h/ll, 
Gi3,? = Z/13, 
G:S,2=Z/15, 
G;,3 = Z’, 
G;,J = U5, 
GS.3 = 217, 
G;,J = Z20B/3, 
G;,,~=Ullr 
Gi3.3 = B/13, 
GA.3 = z20z/5, 
GS.4 = 213, 
G;,z, = Z/5, 
GG.4 = 217, 
G6.4 = a/9, 
G;,.d=Ull, 
G;3,4=2/13, 
G;5,4=Ul5, 
G:,, = Z20Z/2, 
GL.2 = Z/ 12, 
G;,2 = Z2@Z/4, 
Go.2 = h/20, 
G;zs2 = 2’0216, 
G14.2 = VW 
6.2 = Z’@Z/S, 
G;, = Z/ 12, 
G;,3 = Z”O E/2, 
G;,3 = Z/24, 
Go.3 = 213% 
G;2,3 = z40z/4, 
G;~.~ = 2142, 
GL.3 = U48, 
G;,4 = Z20Z/4, 
GA.4 = Z/24, 
GA.4 = Z60Z/2, 
Go.4 = 214% 
Gi2.4 = z20z/12, 
G4.4 = U56, 
G.4 = .??02/4. 
Computations for cyclic coverings which are neither strictly cyclic nor almost 
strictly cyclic (in the sense of [9]) can also be done. Consider for instance the 
Borromean rings, B, pictured in Fig. 2. For all n EN and all k E N such that k < n, 
define the representation w,,k : T,( S3 - B) + Z/n by letting 
w&k(%) = e, %k(m2) = ke, %,k(m3) = ke, 
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Fig. 2. 
where e denotes again a generator of h/n. If A.&k is the covering of S’ branched 
over B corresponding to w,,k, a straightforward computation (by obtaining, for 
example, a presentation of ?r*(M,,k) by the Reidemeister-Schreier’s method) gives 
the following result. 
Proposition 3.4. HI(kfn&) is a direct double. 
One has, for example: 
Hl(M2.J =u40v4, 
H,(M’,,) = H,(M,,*) =2/302/302/3OH/3, 
H,(Mz,,,) =2/202/202/80B/8, 
H,(M,.,) =Z/202/20B/402/4, 
HAM,.,) =U5@U5, 
H,(M,,,) =E/50Z/50B/50Z/5. 
Some other explicit (but long) calculations can be carried out by the same method. 
We give below three examples and the (likely) results we have obtained for them. 
(M, denotes the branched covering corresponding to cy : r,(S’ - B) + Z/n.) 
y:r,(S’-B)+Z/7 is defined by y(m,)=e, y(mz)=2e, y(m,)=3e. Then: 
H,(MJ = Z/702/7. 
S:a,(S’-B)+Z/9 is defined by s(m,)=e, S(m,)=2e, 6(m3)=3e. Then: 
H,(M,) =2/302/302/30B/3. 
Finally, if e:r,(S’-B)+Z/l5 is given by ~(m,)=3e, &(m,)=5e, &(m3)=6e, 
then we get: 
H,(M,) =Z4@Z/50Z/50Z/50Z/5. 
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